SUMMARY. For the mixed models invoking both stochastic and nonstochastic predictors. a general class of permutationally distribution-free rank tests for the restricted alternative problems is considered. This testing procedure is asymptotically optimal in the light of most stringency and somewhat most powerful character. Tests based on this optimality criterion for an ordered alternative problem in a two-way analysis of covariance (ANOCOVA) model are asymptotically mos t powerful.
Assuming this distributional homogeneity of the covariates. against the null hypothesis of no treatment effects:
we may be interested in the alternatives of the ordering of treatment effects while utilizing the information contained in the covariates. i.e. (1.4) with at least one strict inequality holding for some y € E P and x € E r 
PRELIMINARY NOTIONS
Toward the formulation of the UI-LMP aligned rank test statistics, we make the following assumptions:
. For every N, we define~i = "'J(S.i'~i)'~I = N i:1~i' and 
q+r~1, then~i =~i -~i ' i~1, where for each k = 1, ... ,q+r, s = 1,2, 4~~is non-decreasing in i.
[ I a.s.
Further. let (2.6) and define Moreover. we define the permutational aligned rank covariance matrix by Proof. It follows directly from Theorem 3.2 of Tsai and Sen (1987b) and hence is omitted.
OONDITIONALLY DISfRIBUfION-FREE RANK TESTS
The testing procedure considered in the previous section possesses the asymptotically optimal property in the light of most stringent somewhere most powerful character. However, there are some disadvantages for this procedure.
First, the computation of it is quite cumbersome. Secondly, it is based on aligned observations which are not independent, and this may invalidate the invariance structure underlying the scope of the usual conditionally distribution-free rank tests. To overcome these drawbacks, we wish to establish, under parallel regularity conditions, a conditionally distribution-free procedure which is easy to compute and also shares the same asymptotic optimality as Q~o. We also aim to construct the class of optimal tests only by invoking the coordinatewise (For the sake of simplicity. this variable may be called TIME or REVTIME = time elapsed from administration of treatment to completion of reversal.)
Depth 1 = depth of neuromascular block at time of reversal (time (Xl) treatment administered).
Age (X 2 )= the age (in years) of the patient.
[Depth 1 is expressed as a percentage. i.e .. 100 (height of the first twitch/control height)] (Puri and Sen 1985) with the modification in Section 4 of this paper. As such we will take for the tied observations average score as the corresponding scores.
Thus we have scores. Median scores) is more or less below the optimal. To overcome this practical difficulty. we need to determine a consistent estimate of the true score functions from the sample itself and then use these adaptive scores. We propose this area for future study.
